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Perhaps the most interesting and difficult problem in the study of the group 
ring K[G] is the determination of the Jacobson radical JK[c;l of this ring. To 
date this has been achieved only in a number of special cases, notably for G 
solvable or linear. It now appears that this problem splits into two and that 
a solution of the cases with G finitely generated and with G locally finite 
would then handle the general case. In this paper we consider group rings of 
locally finite groups. More specifically, we propose a candidate for JK[G’J here 
and we show that this candidate is at least a radical ideal. 
Our notation follows that of [2] and all group considered here will be 
assumed to be locally finite. If K is a field of characteristic 0 then in this 
case K[G] is trivially seen to be semisimple. Thus we assume throughout 
that p > 0 is a fixed prime and that K is a fixed field of characteristic p. For 
the sake of completeness we will include some arguments which appear in [l] 
and [4]. 
1. LOCALLY SUBNORMAL SUBGROUPS 
Let G be a locally finite group. If A is a subgroup of G then we say that A 
is locally subnormal in G and write A lsn G if 
(i) A is finite, 
(ii) A 44 H for all finite groups H satisfying A _C H C G. 
We then define 
s 
(G) = (A 1 A lsn G). 
This is clearly a characteristic subgroup of G. 
Now properties of locally subnormal subgroups mirror in a trivial fashion 
properties of subnormal subgroups of finite groups and we will use freely the 
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basic results of H. Wielandt on subnormality in finite groups as found in [S] 
and [7]. For example we have the following facts. 
(i) If A, B lsn G then A n B, (A, B) Isn G. 
(ii) If A lsn G, B 44 A then B lsn G. 
(iii) If A lsn G and A C iV then A lsn N. Conversely if A lsn N and 
N Q G then A lsn G. 
(iv) IfNdJ(G),thenN=(AIAlsnGandACN). 
If G is a group and p is a prime we let Gp denote the subgroup generated 
by all p-elements of G, that is Gp = @“(G). More generally if W is some 
operator on G with W(G) a subgroup we then let Wp(G) = (W(G))p. Thus 
for example we have the group s” (G) = (j (G))p and it is quite easy to 
see that 
i 
’ (G) = (A 1 A lsn G and A = Ap). 
We repeat now that all groups are assumed to be locally finite and K will 
denote a fixed field of characteristic p > 0. 
LEMMA 1.1. With the above assumptions we have 
(9 .WP?l = JWPl * WTI. 
(ii) If A Isn G then JK[A] Z JK[G]. 
Proof. (i) This is clear from Theorem 16.6 of [2] since G/Gp is a locally 
finite $-group. 
(ii) LetH3_AwithHfinitesothatA ~~H.I~A=A,QA,~.-.~ 
A, = H is an appropriate subnormal chain, then since JK[AJ * K[A,+,] = 
K[A,+,] . JK[A,] and JK[A,] is nilpotent it follows that JK[A,] C JK[AAi+J. 
Thus clearly JK[A] C JK[H]. Finally since this is true for all such H the 
result follows. 
This therefore allows us to completely describe JK[G] when G is generated 
by locally subnormal subgroups. More to the point we have 
LEMMA 1.2. With the above notation 
JK [ j* W] = U FWI, 
where the union is over all A Isn G with A = A*. 
Proof. We may clearly assume that G = s” (G). Then by Lemma l.l(ii) 
we certainly have JK[Gj 2 (J JK[A]. Conversely let cy E JK[Gj. Since 
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G = (A / A lsn G and A = AD) it then follows easily that there exists such 
an A with (II E K[A]. Thus 
a E K[A] n /K[G] C JK[A] 
by Lemma 16.9 of [2] and the reverse inclusion is proved. 
Let H 4 G. We say that H carries the radical if JK[G] = JK[H] * K[G]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let H 4 G and suppose that H carries the radical. 
Then H 2 s”(G). M oreover if H = s(H) then Hp = J” (G) and 
Proof. I f  A is a group let w(K[A]) d enote the augmentation ideal of K[A] 
and observe that w(K[A]) 2 JK[A]. N ow if A and B are subgroups of G then 
(w(K[A]) . K[G]) n K[B] = +[A n B]) . K[B] 
since w(K[A]) . K[q is the set of elements of K[G] whose coefficient sum 
over each right coset of A is zero. 
Now let Ei be as given and let A lsn G with A = AP. Then by Lemma l.l(ii) 
and the above 
JfWl C WW-fl~ WGI) n KC4 
C (w(K[H]) . K[GJ) n K[A] = OJ(K[H n A]) - K[A]. 
Thus K[A/(H n A)] z K[A]/(w(K[H n A]) 3 K[A]) is a homomorphic 
image of the finite dimensional semisimple algebra K[A]/]K[A] and hence 
K[A/(H n A)] is semisimple. This implies that A/(H n A) is a p’-group. 
But A = Ap so A has no nonidentity PI-quotients. Therefore H n A = A 
so A C H and hence s” (G) _C H. 
Now suppose H = j(H). S ince H <I G it then follows that H C j(G). 
Thus J” (G) C Ii C J- (G) and we have clearly j” (G) = Hp. Thus by 
Lemma 1.1(i) 
and the result follows. 
A group G is said to be an f. c. group (finite conjugate group) if every 
element of G has only finitely many conjugates in G. Such groups are easily 
seen to be the set theoretic union of their finite normal subgroups. Hence if 
G is an f. c. group then G = s(G). W e h ave two corollaries of interest. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let G be a solvable group with a,(G) = (1). Then 
3p(G) = s”(G) and 
Y-WI = JK [j” @‘3] . WGI. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let G be a linear group in characteristic 0 or p. I f  a,(G) = 
(1) then Ap(G) = j”(G) is$nite and 
DWI = IK [/’ PI] . ~[Gl- 
Proof. It follows from the appropriate characterizations of JK[G] here 
that H carries the radical with H = 3(G) for G solvable and with H = AD(G) 
for G linear in characteristic 0 or p. See for example Theorems 4.3, 4.4, and 
4.9 of [3] or the main result of [6]. Furthermore the groups 3(G) and AD(G) 
are f. c. groups so Proposition 1.3 yields the result. 
From a group theoretic point of view we see that for three families of 
locally finite groups with a,(G) = (1) we have s” (G) an f. c. group. This 
is very suggestive but it is false in general. Nevertheless the group s” (G) is 
rich in normal f. c. subgroups. To be more precise for each integer n we set 
s ’ (G) = <A 1 A.lsn G, A = Ap and Z(A) < n), R 
where Z(A) is the composition length of A. Then the main result of [4] is 
THEOREM 1.6. Let G be locally Jinite with a,(G) = (1). Then j” (G) is 
the ascending set theoretic union 
1’ (G) = U j ’ (G) 
n n 
of the characteristic f. c. subgroups sz (G). 
In this paper we will need to study a certain characteristic f. c. subgroup of 
s” (G). Unfortunately this subgroup does not fall within the above scheme 
and therefore we will have no need of the above result here. 
Now from a group ring point of view the fact that 
JW?l = JK [sp W] . K[Gl 
for three families of locally finite groups G with a,(G) = (1) is also very 
suggestive. In this paper we will study the ideal I = JK[J* (G)] . K[q and 
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show at least that it is a radical ideal, namely that I is nil and that K[Gj/1 has 
no nonzero nilpotent ideals. This of course will be under the assumption that 
a,(G) = (1) but as we will see in Section 5 this causes no loss of generality. 
2. GROUP RING RESULTS 
The following two results are due to 2. 2. Dyment and A. E. Zalesskii 
in [I]. It is apparent that they do not really require G to be locally finite but 
we use this assumption for a slight simplification of the argument. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be an f. c. group and let a: E K[Gj with 016 JK[Gj. If 
Y = Y(a) = {y E G 1 o~(l - y) E JK[G]}, 
then Y is a subgroup of G. Moreover ;f a,(G) isjnite then Y isfinite. 
Proof. If x, y E Y then 
a(1 - xy-l) = [a( 1 - x) - o~(l - y)] y-r E JK[Gj 
so xy-l E Y. Thus Y is a subgroup of G. 
Now c-i $ JK[G-j so K[G-J 01 is not a nil left ideal. Thus there exists /3 E K[Gj 
with /3~ not nilpotent. Now clearly Y(a) 2 Y@) so it suffices to prove the 
result about Y(&) or equivalently we may assume that a: is not nilpotent. 
Let H = (Supp a)G so that H is a finite normal subgroup of G and let 
C=@o(H).ThenCaGand[G:C]<oo.ThusX=YnCisanormal 
subgroup of Y of finite index and it suffices to show that X has finite order 
if a,(G) is finite. 
Let x E X. Then m( 1 - x) E JK[Gj so 01(1 - x) is nilpotent since G is 
locally finite and we can choose integer n with [a(1 - x)1”” = 0. Since x 
commutes with (Y. this yields 
0 = &JW(l - x)“” = &yl - XP”) 
so since cPn # 0 we have clearly x pn E H. We therefore conclude that 
X/(X n H) is a p-group. 
Now a,(G) is finite and C 4 G so a,(C) is finite. Moreover if x E X and 
g E C then since g centralizes a! we have 
(~(1 - x”) = g-h(1 - x)g E JK[G-j 
so xQ E X. Thus X 4 C and hence O,(X) is finite. Finally H n X is central 
in X and X/(H n X) is a p-group so X is locally nilpotent and hence clearly 
X = a,(X)(H n X). Therefore X is finite and the result follows. 
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Let H be a subgroup of G. Then we set 
D,(H) = {x E G / [H : C,(x)] -c ~0). 
Clearly D,(H) is a subgroup of G and this subgroup is normal if H (1 G. 
Observe that D,(G) = d(G) is the finite conjugate subgroup of G and G 
is an f. c. group if and only if G = d(G). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H <I G and let HO be a characteristic subgroup of H with 
H = D&H,,). Suppose I is an ideal of K[G] with I > JK[Hj * K[G]. If 
O,(H) = (1) and D = D,(H,) then 
I n K[D] > JK[H] - K[D]. 
Proof. We observe that D 3_ H by assumption and D 4 G. Now 
I > JK[H] . K[Gl so we can choose 01 E I, OL $ ]K[H] . K[G] so that Supp CL 
is contained in the minimal number say n of cosets of H in G. Moreover by 
multiplying (II by a suitable element of G we may further assume that 
1 E Supp 01. Thus we can write 
01 = w,+ %& + *.* + %sg, 
with oli E K[H], with g, , g, ,..., g, coset representatives for H in G and with 
g, = 1. We observe that 0~~ $ JK[H] since otherwise oligi E JK[H] . K[G] C I 
and then 01 - aigi would be an element of I, not contained in JK[H] . K[G] 
whose support is contained is less than n cosets of H. Therefore the ideal 
ol,K[H] is not nil and we can choose /Ii E K[H] with c@< not nilpotent. 
Let HI be the subgroup of H generated by H,, and the supports of 01~ and /3i 
for all i = 1, 2,..., n. Then clearly [HI : H,,] < cg so since D,(H,,) = H we 
see that HI is an f. c. group. Furthermore there exists a subgroup L of finite 
index in I& such that L centralizes Supp LY( for all i. Note that we do not assert 
that either HI or L is normal. 
Let x EL. Then 01 - 01~ EI and since g, = 1 and x centralizes all 01~ we have 
ar - CP = 5 oIi(l - gi”g;l) gi E 1. 
2 
Note that x EL C H,, so gixgil E H,, and in particular we see that 01 - ax has 
support contained in less than n cosets of H. Thus by the minimality of n we 
have c1 - CP E ]K[H] . K[C;I and hence for all i > 1, ori(l - gczgil) E JK[BJ 
We wish to apply Lemma 2.1 to the f. c. group HI. First since C& E o~&[HJ, 
the latter is not a nil ideal and thus 01~ # JK[H,I since Hl is locally finite. 
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Furthermore a@(H) = (1) so Q),(H,,) = (1) and hence since [Hr : H,,] < co 
we have a,(H,) finite. Finally for all i > 1, 
~$1 - gizgil) E JK[H] n K[H,] _C JK[H,] 
by Lemma 16.9 of [2]. Thus for fixed i > 1 Lemma 2.1 applies to 01~ and 
since gixgil is contained in the finite group Y(q) for all x EL we conclude that 
[L : CL(gi)] < co. This is of course trivially true for g, = 1 and since 
[H,, : L] < cc we therefore have gi E D,(H,,) = D for all i and hence 
(Y E I n K[D] and 016 JK[H] * K[D]. Thus I n K[D] > JK[H] . K[D] and 
the result follows. 
We now begin our work on locally subnormal subgroups and we start with 
two lemmas on finite groups. The first is well known and I would like to 
thank 5’. Gagola for his helpful suggestions on the second. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be ajinitegroup with A, B C G. Let W be an irreducible 
K[A]-module and let V be an irreducible K[Gj-module. Then 
(i) V is a composition factor of ( lQG. 
(ii) ( WG)B contains (W&e as a K[B]-submodule. 
(iii) if A <1~ G and if U is a composition factor of WG, then W is a 
submodule of U, . 
Proof. (i) Let xi ,..., x, be a set of right coset representatives for B in G. 
Then the map ( VJG -+ V given by 
is easily seen to be a K[G]-homomorphism of ( VJG onto V. 
(ii) Let 6, ,..., b, be a set of right coset representatives for A n B in B. 
Then these are also a partial set of right coset representatives for A in G. 
Thus I? = C W @ bi is a subspace of Wo which is easily seen to be a 
K[B]-submodule. Furthermore as a K[B]-module I8 is determined by W,,, 
so It,’ = C W,,, @ b< = ( WAnJB. 
(iii) We first assume that A CJ G. If  y1 ,. . . , yt is a set of coset representa- 
tives for A in G then WG = C W @ yi and each W @ yi is an irreducible 
K[A]-submodule of ( WG)A . Thus if U is a composition factor of WC then U, 
is involved in completely reducible ( WG)A and hence U, contains a submodule 
isomorphic to W @ yi for some i. Therefore since U = Uy;’ we see that U, 
contains a submodule isomorphic to W. 
Now we assume A QQ G and proceed by induction along a subnormal 
chain joining A to G. Thus let A, > A with A 4 A, and A, CJ~ G. Let U 
be a composition factor of WG. Since WG = ( WA1)G we then see that U is in 
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fact a composition factor of WI c for some irreducible K[A,]-module WI 
which is 3 composition factor of WAl. Now by induction UA, 1 W, and since 
A 4 Ai we have (WI), 3_ W so the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a$nitegroup and let A, B be subgroups with A 4 CI G. 
Suppose that W is an irreducible K[A] -module and V is an irreducible K[B]- 
module satisfying WA,, 2 VA,-,, . Then there exists an irreducible K[G]- 
module U such that W is a composition factor of U, and V is a composition factor 
of uI3- 
Proof. By parts (i) and (ii) of the preceding lemma we have 
and the latter module has V as 3 composition factor. Thus there exists a 
composition factor U of WC such that V occurs as a composition factor of U, . 
Since A -CJ Q G the result follows from Lemma 2.3(iii). 
We remark that Lemma 2.3(ii) is just part of the Mackey decomposition 
and Lemma 2.3(i) (iii) are aspects of Frobenius reciprocity which remain valid 
in characteristic p > 0. I would like to thank I. M. Isaacs for supplying me 
with 3 number of examples here. Lemma 2.4 just does not hold without the 
assumption A 4 Q G. For example let G be the nonabelian group of order 6 
and let p = 3. If A and B are two distinct subgroups of order 2 with W the 
principal module and with V the unique nonprincipal module, then it is 
immediate that no appropriate K[G]-module U exists. 
If H is 3 subgroup of G we let nH: K[G] + K[H] denote the natural 
projection. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let H be a normal subgroup of G with H = J(H). Let 01, 
p E K[G] and suppose that @Q E JK[H] . K[G] for all g E G. Then either 
~~~(a) nH(p) E JK[H] or there exists x E Supp /3, x $ H with xH/H E d(G/H). 
Proof. Write 01 = 01s + 01~ , p = &, + pi , where 01s = ~(a), p,, = m&) 
and suppose that 0l,J3,, 6 JK[H]. Since H = s(H) there exists A lsn H with 
SUPP 010 >Supp PO C A. Thus by Lemma l.l(ii) we have 01~) /3, E K[A] but 
Q. # JK[A]. Set N = A n d(G) and L = @o(N) so that [G : L] < 00. 
Let ai , a, E A - N. If ai and aj are conjugate under the action of L choose 
gii EL with gG1aigij = aj . Let xi E Supp pi , yi E Supp 01~ . If xi and y;’ 
are conjugate modulo H under the action of L choose k,, EL with 
kG1xikij E y:‘H. We will show below that 
L = u GL(ai)gij u u C,(x,H/H) kij . 
ii ii 
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Let g EL so clearly A n AQ 2 N. If A n A0 > N then there exist a3 , 
aj E A - N with aiQ = ai . Thus if this happens then aB and ai are conjugate 
by L and we have g E CL(ai)gij . 
Suppose now that A n A0 = N and note that A and A0 are both subnormal 
in T = (A, As). Now q,& $ JK[A] so th ere exists an irreducible representa- 
tion X of K[A] with 3!(01&,) # 0. In particular Z(~) # 0 and $$3,) # 0. 
Observe that 3’0 is an irreducible representation of B = A0 and %N = (%g)N 
since g EL = C,(N). Thus since A n B = N and A 44 T we conclude 
from Lemma 2.4 that there exists an irreducible representation CV of K[T] 
such that d is a constituent of gA and XQ is a constituent of CVs. Now 
%“(a,,) # 0 and %“g(&Q) = .%(/3,,) # 0 by definition of 550 so we see that 
?Y(q,) # 0 and g&Q) # 0. Furthermore g(K[TJ) is a full matrix ring over 
a division ring so it is a prime ring and hence YY(q,K[TJ&Q) # 0. This there- 
fore implies that there exists t E T with g(a,,-lp,Q) # 0 so q,-l/3,Q $ JK[T] 
and hence u.,$$ = c&/3,+? $ JK[T]. Since JK[HJ n K[T] C JK[T] this 
therefore yields cq,&” 6 JK[H]. 
Now by assumption ~$0” E JK[H] * K[Gl but ~$3:~ $ JK[H]. Thus there 
must exist xi E Supp /?, , yj E Supp 01~ with y9xft E H. If - denotes the homo- 
morphism G -+ G/H then since t E T C H we have j~j%~~ = 1 so xi and yil 
are conjugate modulo H under the action of L and thus g E C,(x,H/H) k, . 
We have therefore shown that L is the finite union 
L = u Cdai)g,j U u C&G/H) kij ij ii 
of right cosets and thus by Lemma 1.2 of [2] one of these subgroups must have 
finite index in L. But [L : C,(ai)] < co implies [G : CG(ai)] < co so 
ai E A n d(G) = N which is not the case. Thus for some i we have 
[L : C,(x,H/H)] < co so [G : @,(xiH/H)] < co and therefore xi E Supp B, 
xi .$ H but x,H/H E d(G/H). The result follows. 
In an analogous manner we obtain 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H 4 G with H = S(H) and let OT, /3 E K[H] satisfr 
a,@ E JK[H] for all g E G. I f  H n A(G) = (1) then either 01 E JK[Hj or 
B E JKWI. 
Proof. We suppose by way of contradiction that 014 JK[H] and /3 Q! JK[K]. 
Since H = J(H) we can choose A Isn H with CI, p E K[A] and then by 
Lemma l.l(ii), a, /3 $ JK[A]. Let 9Y and g be irreducible representations of 
K[A] with X(OL) # 0 and g(/3) # 0. 
Suppose there exists g E G with A n As = (1). If T = (A, Ag) then A, 
Ag d 4 T, Z is an irreducible representation of K[A] and CP is an irreducible 
representation of AQ. Since A n AQ = (1) one of 5YA,-,,, and (W&AI 
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contains the other and hence by Lemma 2.4 there exists an irreducible 
representation ‘9I of K[T] such that 5? is a constituent of 91A and Y/B is a 
constituent of a,, . Thus 2I(o1) # 0 and since Yg(/Ig) = Y(F) # 0 we have 
‘%(/3g) # 0. This therefore yields ‘%I(&[ T] 8”) # 0 so that for some t E T 
we have o$Pt $ JK[T]. Now JK[H] n K[T] C JK[T] so we see that o$Pt $ 
JK[H] contrary to assumption. 
We have therefore shown that for all g E G, A n A9 # (1). If ai , 
aj E A - (1) are conjugate in G choose gij E G with gclaig,$ = ai . Now let 
g E G. Since A n As # (1) there exists ai , aj as above with uig = ai . Then 
clearly ai and aj are G-conjugate so by definition of gij we have g E Cc(ai)g, . 
Hence we conclude that 
G = U Ck4gij 
and by Lemma 1.2 of [2] we have [G : C,(a,)] < co for some i. But then 
ai E A n d(G) C H n d(G) and ai # 1 so we have a contradiction and the 
lemma is proved. 
3. SOME CHARACTERISTIC SUBGROUPS 
We now begin our group theoretic considerations. Let G be a group 
generated by locally subnormal subgroups so that G = s(G). We define 
several characteristic subgroups of G as follows. 
First set 
9(G) = (A j A lsn G and A is nilpotent). 
Since the property of being nilpotent is subnormally persistent it follows that 
9(G) is locally nilpotent and in fact P(G) is the maximum locally nilpotent 
normal subgroup of G. 
If 2 = Z(g(G)) we then set 
9(G) = (A 1 A Isn G, A C C,(Z) and A/(A n 2) is nonabelian simple). 
Clearly j(G)/($(G) n 2) is generated by locally subnormal nonabelian simple 
groups. Hence since the property of being semisimple is subnormally 
persistent it follows that y(G)/(y(G) n 2) is semisimple in the sense that it 
is the weak direct product of finite nonabelian simple groups. 
Finally we define 
c%?-(G) = S=(G) 3(G). 
Our goal in Sections 3 and 4 is to show that .X(G) “controls” in some sense 
certain types of automorphisms of G. 
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We first observe that X(G) is “small” in G. Recall that if H is a finite group 
with N 4 Hand A QQ Hthen 
(i) Ap CI NA if N is a p’-group 
(ii) A 4 NA if N is semisimple. 
LEMMA 3.1. Asstlme that G = J”(G) and O,(G) = (1). Then G = 
D,(X(G)) and in particular X(G) is an f. c. group. 
Proof. Since G is generated by locally subnormal subgroups A with A = Ap 
it suffices to show that for such groups A, [Y(G): X(G) A &(A)] < co. 
First a,(G) = (1) so 9(G) is a p’-group. Hence since A lsn G it follows 
from the infinite analogue of (i) above that A = A?’ 4 F(G)A. Thus 
(9(G), A) C A so since A is finite we have [Y(G): 9(G) n &(A)] < co. 
Since X(G) = 9(G) 9(G) it therefore suffices to show that 
[Y(G): 9(G) n C,(A)] < co. 
Let W = 9(G) n 2 where 2 = Z(s(G)) and let - denote the natural 
homomorphism G + G = G/W. Then 2 Isn G and 9(G) is normal and semi- -- 
simple so we conclude from the infinite analogue of (ii) above that 2 a$(G)A. -- - 
Now (3(G), A) C 4(G) n 2 and the latter group is locally subnormal in 
4(G) so it follows easily that there exists a direct factor L of 9(G) of finite 
index such that 2 centralizes E. Then [9(G) : L] < CO, L/W is semisimple, 
A normalizes L and A acts trivially on L/ W. Now W is central in L so for each 
a E A the commutator map x --z (a, X) is a homomorphism of L into the 
abelian group Wand thus we conclude that A centralizes L’. Finally L = WL’ 
and WC 9(G) so we have [L : C,(A)] < co and the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that G = J” (G) and O,(G) = (1). If 2, denotes 
the nth term of the upper central series for 9(G) then 9(G) = un 2, . 
Proof. Since F(G) is locally nilpotent it is the weak direct product of its 
maximal normal q-subgroups g*(G) and hence it suffices to prove this result 
for each 9$(G). The crucial fact here is that gg(G) is an f. c. group by Lemma 
3.1 and hence any element of 9*(G) is contained in some finite normal 
subgroup N. By considering the conjugation action of 9$(G) on N we can 
then show easily that N 2 2, for some 71. 
Let G and 2, be as in the above lemma. We then define V = V(G) to be 
the additive abelian group. 
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where the above is a weak direct sum. Clearly if H is any group acting on G 
then H acts on V. In particular G acts on I’ and certainly 9(G) acts trivially. 
Furthermore we consider the semisimple group 
Y(c) = S(G)/(Y(G) n 2) = n&, 
where the Si are nonabelian simple. If H acts on G then H acts on this 
quotient group and hence H permutes the factors Si , since these are the 
unique normal simple subgroups of Y(G). Hence H acts as permutations on 
the set 
Q = Q(G) = u S;s. 
2 
In particular G acts on Q and since clearly 9(G) n 9(G) = 2 n 9(G) we 
see that 9(G) acts trivially here also. 
We now observe that X(G) is “large” in G. Suppose that H acts on a 
finite abelian group W and W = W,, > W, > ... > W, = (1) is an 
H-composition series for W. Then H acts on M = *C WJW,,, and by 
the Jordan-Holder theorem this is independent of the choice of the series. 
Hence we write M = M(W; H). Furthermore if m is an H-invariant 
subgroup of W then M(m; H) is a direct summand of M( W; H). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G = j’(G) with a,(G) = (1). Let A be u locally 
subnormal subgroup of G such that 
(i) A acts trivially on Q(G), 
(ii) A acts triviaZZy on M(W, A) f or all jinite A-invariant subgroups W 
of VG)* 
Then A C 9(G). In particular we have 
WWN n WW)) = =W3. 
Proof. Let A be as given and set A, = A n F(G) 4 A. Assume by 
way of contradiction that A > A,, and choose A 2 H > A, with H/A, a 
minimal subnormal subgroup of A/A,. Thus H lsn G and H/A,, is either 
abelian or nonabelian simple. Suppose first that H/A, is abelian. Now 
A, C 9(G) so by Lemma 3.2 A, C 2, for some n and we define WC V(G) 
by W = . CT (A,, n &)/(A, n 2,-i). Then W is a finite A-invariant subgroup 
of V(G) so by assumption A and hence H acts trivially on M(W, A). Since 
H’ 2 A,, this latter fact implies easily that H is nilpotent so H C S(G), a 
contradiction. 
Now suppose that H/A0 is nonabelian simple and let HO be the last term 
of the derived series for H. Clearly H = AoH , H,, = H,,‘, H&H, n A,) is 
nonabelian simple and HO lsn G. We show that HO centralizes 9(G). Let 8’ be 
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any finite subgroup of 9(G). Then since A is finite P can be extended to F, 
a finite A-invariant subgroup of 9(G). By Lemma 3.2 F C 2, for some n 
and we define W C V(G) by W = * C: (F n Z,)/(F n 2,-i). By assumption A 
and hence H,, acts trivially on M(W; A) and this implies that in its action 
on F that H,, must centralize a chain, Thus the image of H,, in AutF is 
solvable. But HO = H,,’ so HO acts trivially on F and hence on F(G). We 
therefore conclude that H,, C @o(Z) and H,, n A, C 2. Thus by definition 
HO C Y(G). Now A acts trivially on Q(G) so A and hence H,, must centralize 
H&H, n A,,), a contradiction. Thus A = A, and the first fact is proved. 
Finally let N = C,(V(G)) n C,(Q(G)). Then clearly N <I G and 
N 2 s(G). Since N 4 G it follows that N is generated by locally subnormal 
subgroups of G. However by the above each such locally subnormal subgroup 
contained in N must be contained in 9(G). Thus N C 9(G) and the result 
follows. 
We observe that as an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 we have 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that G = s” (G) and a,(G) = (1). If A lsn G 
then A moves only Jinitely many points of Q(G) and (V(G), A) is finite. 
We will have need for the following result on finite groups. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let H be a jinite group with subgroups A and B satisfying 
AdqHandBH=H. 
(i) Suppose H acts primitively as permutations on 0 in such a way that B 
moves at most kpoints and A acts nontrivally. Then 1 U 1 < k 1 A I. 
(i) Suppose H acts transitively as permutations on 0 in such a way that B 
moves at most k points and A has an orbit of size >k. Then 1 07 1 < k2 1 A I. 
(iii) Suppose H acts irreducibly on a finite vector space W in such a way 
that [W : C$(B)] < k and A has a nonprinca$al irreducible constituent of size 
>k. Then 
/ W 1 < k4”IAI. 
Proof. In all cases we may assume that H acts faithfully. By assumption A 
acts nontrivially so H acts nontrivially and hence since BH = H we see that B 
acts nontrivially. Thus k > 1. 
(i) We may clearly assume that B moves precisely k points and that 
18 1 > k so that B fixes a point. We may also assume that A is a minimal 
subnormal subgroup of H so that A is either cyclic or nonabelian simple. If A 
is cyclic then AX is a normal nilpotent subgroup of H so H has a normal 
abelian subgroup N # (1). Since H is primitive, N is regular and hence 
since B fixes a point, B acts on N as it does on 0. Thus 1 N 1 - 1 CN(B)j = 
k > 1 so clearly 1 0 1 = 1 N I < 2k here. 
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Now let A be nonabelian simple so that AH is a normal semisimple subgroup 
of H. We observe that H acts nontrivially on AH by conjugation and hence 
since B* = N we see that B does not centralize AH. Thus let A, be a con- 
jugate of A not centralized by B. Now H is primitive and AH 4 H so AH 
is transitive. Thus since A, Q AH we conclude that A, fixes no point of 0. 
We show that every orbit of A, contains a point moved by B. Suppose by way 
of contradiction that r is an orbit of A, and all points of r are fixed by B. 
Then (A, , B) acts on r and B acts trivially. In particular the semisimple 
group A,* acts on r and (AIB, B) acts trivially. Thus since B does not cen- 
tralize A, we conclude that A, acts trivially on r, a contradiction since A, 
fixes no points. Therefore we conclude that A, has at most k orbits. Further- 
more each orbit has size at most [ A, 1 = 1 A 1 so clearly / 0 1 < k / A 1 here. 
(ii) Let H act transitively on 0 and choose {r, ,..., r,] a subset of 
imprimitivity with r > 1 minimal. Then H acts as a primitive permutation 
group on {r, ,..., r,.} and since H acts nontrivially so does B. If say b E B 
sends r, to r, then b moves all points of r, . From this we see immediately 
that B moves at most k of the ri and that the common size of each ri is at 
most k. Thus if A setwise fixes all the Pi’s then all orbits of A would have 
size at most k contrary to our assumption. Hence A acts nontrivially in this 
primitive representation so we conclude from (i) that r < k 1 A I and hence 
IO/ =rlrli <k21Ai. 
(iii) Now let H act irreducibly on W and we suppose first that this 
representation is imprimitive. Choose subspaces Qi ,..., Qr of W of imprimi- 
tivity with W = Q1 + ... + Qr and with r minimal. Then H permutes the 
subspaces Qi in a primitive manner. Furthermore H acts nontrivially as a 
permutation group so B must also. Suppose the nontrivial orbits of B have 
srzes s1 , sz ,..., st and let the common size of the Q,‘s be m. Using the fact 
that any element in C,(B) must have its Q,-components determined by one 
member of each orbit of B we deduce that 
k = [W: C,(B)] > n rns’-’ > C si 
since m > 2 and all Si > 2. Thus we see that B moves at most k of the Qi’s. 
Furthermore since B acts nontrivially lJ rn+-l 3 m and hence iz > m = 
/ Qi I. We note that A cannot fix all the Qi’s since otherwise all its irreducible 
constituents would have size < I Qi I < k. Hence A acts nontrivially in this 
primitive permutation action and (i) yields r < k I A I. Thus clearly / W I = 
1 Q1 1” < PIAl here. 
Finally let us assume that the representation of H on W is primitive. Let F 
be the Fitting subgroup of H and let us assume at first that B does not centralize 
Z,(F). Then we can choose f E&(F) with g = (f, b) # 1 for some b E B. 
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If g $ h(F) then since g E Z,(F) we can choose h E F with u = (g, h) E Z(F) and 
with (g, h) # 1. Observe that g = (b-r)fb so C&g) I C,(b)f n C,(b) and 
[IV : C,(g)] < K2. Similarly we obtain [IV : &(u)] < (k2)2 = k*. Thus we 
have shown that there exists x E Z(F), I # 1 with [IV : C,(x)] < k4. Now 
the representation is primitive so W is homogeneous as a Z(F)-module. Thus 
since h(F) is abelian we conclude that C,(z) = (1) and ( W 1 < k* in this 
case. 
We may therefore suppose that B centralizes B,(F). But BH = H so H 
centralizes Z,(F) and hence clearly Z,(F) = h(F) so F = E(F) is central in H. 
Note that F commutes with B so F acts on W/C,(B) and F has an irreducible 
constituent of size < k. Thus since W is homogeneous as an F-module we 
conclude that all irreducible F-constituents have size < k and thus by 
assumption A $ F. Furthermore since F is abelian it acts faithfully and fixed 
point free on each constituent so 1 F ) < k. 
Let L be defined by AF 1 L > F and L/F is a minimal subnormal subgroup 
of AF/F. Then L 4 (1 H and L/F is either abelian or nonabelian simple. In 
the former case since F is central L would be nilpotent and hence contained 
in F so we must have L/F nonabelian simple. Then LH/F is semisimple and 
since H = BH, B does not centralize this quotient. Thus there exists g E LH, 
b E B with (g, b) ELM - F and since LH/F is semisimple there exists h czLH 
so that ((g, b), h) # 1 belongs to some conjugate of L. Thus since 
[W : C,(b)] < k we conclude that there exists u EL, u # 1 with 
[W : C&u)] < k4. If N is the normal closure of (u) in LH then since 
uEL(lLHandILI <~F\IA~<k~A]weseethatNisgeneratedbyat 
most k / A / conjugates of u and thus clearly [W : C&IV)] < k4”iAl. Now the 
representation of H on W is primitive so W is a homogeneous LH module 
since LH 4 H. Furthermore N CJ L” so W is completely reducible as an N 
module and all irreducible constituents are conjugate under LH. Hence if N 
fixes a point then N would act trivially on W, a contradiction since u # 1. 
We therefore conclude that C,(N) = (1) so / W 1 < k*“IAI and the lemma 
is proved. 
We remark that if the bounds in the above lemma could be made inde- 
pendent of 1 A I then the work of the next section would be greatly simplified. 
However the example of H = Sym, and B = (t) for some transposition t 
shows that (i) fails without a knowledge of 1 A I. Furthermore assuming H 
acts faithfully in (ii) we cannot even bound the composition length of H as 
a function of k. For example let H be the group of all permutations of the set 
(4 1, &2 ,..., -&} which permute the subsets (f 1}, (52) ,..., {&I. Then H 
is the extension of an elementary abelian group of order 2” by Sym, so H 
has composition length n + 2 for n > 5. On the other hand if B is the 
stabilizer in H of the points {&3,..., &ti} then Bf’ = B but B moves only 
k = 4 points. 
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4. GROUP THEORETIC RESULTS 
In this section we prove our main group theoretic result namely 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G = J”(G) with O,(G) = (1). Then 
(i) G = D,(X(G)). 
(ii) If G u GB where B is finite and [X(G) : X(G) n C,(B)] < CO 
then GB = J (GB), that is GB isgenerated by locally subnormal subgroups. 
Observe that (i) has already been proved in Lemma 3.1. Thus our concern 
here is with (ii). We therefore assume for the remainder of this section that G 
and B are given satisfying the above hypothesis. We now define 
CY = {A [ A lsn G, A is B-invariant and (A, B)A = A}. 
Then (1) E ~2 so GY is nonempty. We set 
Our main goal will be to prove that [‘$I : ‘% n g(G)] < co. After this the 
result will follow easily. 
Now [Z(G) : X(G) n C,(B)] < cc so we can clearly choose an integer 
K < cc so that B moves at most k points of Q(G) and that [V(G) : C,(,,(B)] < k. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E GE Then 
(i) A has at most k / B 1 nontrival orbits on Q(G). 
(ii) If W is any finite A-invariant subgroup of V(G) then A has at most 
k j B 1 nonprincipal irreducible constituents in its action on M( W; A). 
Proof. B normalizes A so the finite group AB acts on Q(G) and V(G). 
Observe that since A E cpl we have BAB = AB. Now any nontrivial orbit of A 
is contained in one of AB and since B AB = AB it follows that B must act 
nontrivially. Thus AB has at most k nontrivial orbits. Moreover since 
A CI AB all orbits of A in each of these AB-orbits are conjugate under B so 
A has at most k ) B ] nontrivial orbits all told. 
Now given W since AB is finite we can extend W to W, a finite AB- 
invariant subspace of V. Then AB acts on M(W,; AB) and since 
[W, : Cw,(B)] ,( k we see that B acts nontrivially on at most k of the 
constituents of M(W,; AB). Thus since BAB = AB we conclude that AB 
has at most k nonprincipal constituents. In each such constituent since 
A 4 AB we see that A has at most 1 B 1 constituents. Thus clearly M(W,; A) 
has at most k j B 1 nonprincipal irreducible constituents. Since W, 2 W the 
result follows. 
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Let A E GZ. Then A acts on W = (V(G), A) and by Lemma 3.4 W is finite. 
We now define A to be the intersection of 
(i) the kernels of the action of A on all its orbits in Q(G) of size < K, and 
(ii) the kernels of the action of A on all irreducible constituents of 
M( W; A) of size < k for this particular W. 
In view of Lemma 4.2 we have immediately 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A E r%‘. Then 
[A : a] < (k!)2klBI. 
We now fix A,, A E a with A, > A. If W is any finite A&invariant 
subgroup of V(G) we define 
(i) 9’ to be the union of those orbits of A,B in Q(G) such that some 
suborbit of A has size > K. 
(ii) M’(w A$) to be the partial sum of those irreducible A,B- 
constituents of IM(q A,$) such that some irreducible nonprincipal A- 
submodule has size > K. 
LEMMA 4.4. Given A, , A E GZ as above. Then there exists a finite A,& 
invariant subgroup W of V(G) so that the kernel K of the action of A, on Q’ and 
olt M’( W; A,-$) satis$es (a, K) C s(G). 
Proof. Choose W Z (V(G), A) to be a finite A&invariant subgroup of 
V(G) so that the kernel L of the action of A, on Q(G) and M(W; A,) is as 
small as possible. It then follows that L acts trivially on Q(G) and on M( WI; L) 
for all L-invariant W, 2 W. Since L 4 A, we therefore have L lsn G and by 
Lemma 3.3 we have L C 9(G). 
Write Q(G) = 52’ u Q” where 9” is the complementary union of orbits of 
A$ and write similarly M( W, A&) = M’( W; A$) -/- M”( W, A$). By defini- 
tion all suborbits of A in Sz” have size < k so A acts trivially on 9”. Now for 
convenience set U = (V(G), A). S ince A,$ is completely reducible in its 
action on M(W, A$) and since A 4 4 A,B we see that A is also completely 
reducible. Thus as an A-module M( W; A,B) is just M( w A) = M( U, A) + C, 
where C is some complement clearly centralized by A. We now see that the 
only nonprincipal irreducible A-constituents of M(W, A,$) come from 
M(U; A) and thus by definition of A and M’(W; AJ3) we conclude that 2 
acts trivially on M”(W; A$). It then follows that (A, K) acts trivially on 
O(G) and M( W, A$) so finally (A, K) Z L _C 9(G) and the lemma is proved. 
As a first step in showing that ‘%/(a n 9(G)) is finite we have 
LEMMA 4.5. If B = (u/(lu n S(G)) then [a : d(a)] < co. 
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Proof. Let - denote the natural homomorphism 2l+ ‘8 = ‘?I/(‘8 n F(G)). 
We observe immediately that if A, , A, ,. . . , A, E a then (A, , A, ,..., Aj) E OZ. 
Thus if we wish to show that some subgroup E of % has finite index < n it 
suffices to show that for all A E csd we have [A : 3 n z] < n. Here of course 
n must be a fixed constant independent of A. 
Fix A E GPG. We_show first that 2 C O(B) or equivalently that if E denotes 
the centralizer of A in 3 then [a : E] < 00. Choose any A,, E GY with A, 2 A 
and use the notation of the preceding lemma. If K is as given in that lemma 
then (A, K) C 9(G) so certainly K centralizes 2. It therefore suffices to 
bound [A, : K] by a fixed constant depending on K and 1 A 1 but not on / A,, (. 
Now H = A,B acts on s;Z’ and M’(W; A,B) with K the kernel of the 
action of A, . Thus it suffices to suitably bound Q’ and M’( W; A,B). Observe 
that A, E 6Y so BH = H. Also A 4 Q H. By definition A acts nontrivially 
on each orbit of Q’ and each H-constituent of M’(W, A,B) so B acts non- 
trivally on each. We see therefore that there are at most Iz orbits and k 
irreducible constituents. Furthermore precisely by definition of Q’ and 
M’(W; A,B) the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5(ii)(iii) apply to each such orbit 
and irreducible constituent. Thus we conclude from that lemma that each 
orbit and each irreducible constituent is suitably bounded by a constant 
depending on R and 1 A / so this fact follows. 
We have therefore shown by Lemma 4.3 that for each A E Ol, [A : 2 n d(a)] 
is bounded by a fixed constant depending on k and 1 B / but not A. Thus we 
conclude finally that [% : d(B)] < co. 
We can now show 
LEMMA 4.6. If g = ‘%/(5X n F(G)) then % is finite. 
Proof. We consider the action of the group 2lB on both Q(G) and V(G). 
Observe that by Lemma 3.3 the kernel of the action of 2I on Q(G) and V(G) 
is precisely (Lc n B(G). Note that BaB = 2lB. 
We show first that all orbits of ‘%ZB on Q(G) are finite. Let 0 be such an 
orbit and K be the kernel of action of %B on 0. Then K 4 CUB and K 2 
QI n P(G) so by Lemma 4.5 since B is finite we see that 2lB/K has d(%B/K) 
as a subgroup of finite index. Thus if 0 is a nontrivial orbit then we see that 
2lB/K has a nonidentity finite normal subgroup L/K. Then %B transitively 
permutes the L-suborbits. Note that L = KL, for some finite group L, and 
that L, moves only finitely many points in Q(G) by Lemma 3.4 and the 
assumption on B. Hence all suborbits of L are finite and there are only finitely 
many nontrivial suborbits. We conclude therefore that 8 is finite. Now 
BxB = cllB so if ‘2lB acts nontrivally on 0 so does B. We see finally that 
Q(G) contains at most k nontrivial orbits for %B and since each such is 
finite we therefore have [‘2l : ‘?I n C,(Q(G))] < co. 
48’13313-7 
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Let 2Ii denote the kernel of the action of 2I on Q(G) so that as we have 
seen [2I : 21r,] < co and 211, u 2lB. Let 2Is denote the kernel of the action 
of 2I on V = V(G). Then 211, Q 2IB and since 211, > 2I n P(G) Lemma 4.5 
yields [%B/2& : 0(2lB/2&)] < co. N ow (V, B) is finite so we can clearly 
choose W to be a finite 2IB invariant subgroup of V which maximizes the 
order of the intersection W n (V, B). Then 2lB acts on finite W so if L is the 
kernel of the action of 21, on W then 2I, n BI, CL C 2Ir , [2& : L] < co and 
Lc12lB. 
Suppose L > 211, n 2Is. Then L21$211, is a nonidentity normal subgroup 
of 2lB/2I, and we conclude from the structure of the latter group that 
L%,/21z contains a finite normal subgroup H/2& of 21B/21C2 . Now 21z < H C 
L21z so H = (H n L)2& and H n L <I 2I. Since 2I 4 G, 2I is generated by 
locally subnormals of G and since H n L 4 2I, H n L is also generated by 
locally subnormals of G. Thus since [H n L : H n L n 2&J < co there exists 
H,, Isn G with H = H,$& and Ho CL. 
Now 2lB acts on the finite group W, = W( V, H,,) = W( V, H) and by the 
maximality of W n (V, B) we see that W,,n(V,B) = Wn(V,B)C W. 
Thus B acts trivially on W,/ W so since BaB = 2IB we conclude that %B acts 
trivially. Thus since H,, CL _C 211 we see that H,, acts trivially on the quotients 
of the series V 2 W(V, Ho) > W 1 (1) and also H,, acts trivially on Q(G). 
Thus by Lemma 3.3 we have Ho C T(G) so Ho C 2lr n 2Ie. However this 
is a contradiction since H = H,2& properly contains 2I, . 
We have therefore shown that L = 211, n 21u, and since [Cu : 2I,] < co and 
[2I, : L] < 00 we conclude that [2I : 2Ir n 21c,] < co. Finally by Lemma 3.3 
2X, n 2X, = 2l n F(G) so the result follows. 
We can now easily prove our theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We wish to show that GB = J (GB). Since 
certainly G C s (GB) we need only show that B is contained in a locally 
subnormal subgroup of GB. We will show in fact that 2l is finite and ‘%B lsn GB 
First by Lemma 4.6 we have [2I : 2I n F(G)] < co. Since [s(G) : 
F(G) n C,(B)] < co it then follows from Lemma 3.1 that t!IB is an f. c. 
group. Hence BaB is finite. On the other hand by definition of GI? we have 
BgE = 2lB and thus we conclude that ‘SB is finite and that therefore 2X 
is the unique maximum member of GY. 
Let L be any finite subgroup of GB containing %B. Then L 2 B so 
L = (L n G)B and L n G I 2I. It follows that there exists H Isn G with H 
B-invariant and with H IL n G. Now %B CL C HB so it clearly suffices 
to show that 9lB QCI HB under the assumption that H is B-invariant, 
HlsnG and HI 2l. 
Let H be as given and define the sequence HO , HI ,.., inductively by 
H,, = Hand Hi+1 = (Hi , B)Hi. We see by induction that Hi+, is B-invariant 
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and H,+1 4 Hi . Furthermore since H 2 2I and (2I, B)” = ‘?I we have 
Hi 2 ‘$I for all i. Moreover it is easy to see that Hi+,B 4 HiB. Thus we have 
the subnormal series 
H,B <1 H,-,B CI ... (1 H,B = HB. 
Of course H is finite so this series must terminate after finitely many steps. If 
it terminates at H, then we have H, = H,,, = (H, , B)Hm so since H, lsn G 
we conclude by definition that H,, E UZso H, C a. On the other hand we know 
that H, > 2I so ‘%B = H,B is subnormal in HB and the theorem is proved. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Let R be a ring and I an ideal of R. We say that I is a prime ideal if R/I 
is a prime ring or equivalently if for all ideals I1 , I, of R with -r,l, Z: I we have 
I1 or 1s contained in I. Similarly I is a semiprime ideal if R/I is a semiprime 
ring or equivalently if for all ideals I1 of R with II2 C I we have I1 C I. 
The following lemma is a trivial consequence of Theorem 16.6 of [2] since 
G/H is locally finite. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let H q G. Then JK[H] . K[G] C JK[Gj. 
We now come to our main theorems. The proofs of the next two theorems 
are quite similar but suficiently different to warrant separate arguments. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be ajeld of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a locally 
Jinite group. If a,(G) = (1) then JK[J” (G)] . K[Gj is a semiprime ideal. 
Proof. Let S = s” (G), let I = JK[S] . K[G] and suppose that ‘$I is 
an ideal of K[G] with ‘$I2 C I. We wish to show that ‘2I C I so we may clearly 
assume that ‘u >_ I. Observe that S = s” (S) and a,(S) = (1). Thus if 
S, = T(S) is the characteristic subgroup of S defined in Section 3 then by 
Lemma 3.1 we have D = D,(S,) > S. Now D Q G and if a = ‘$I n K[D] 
then clearly % is a G-invariant ideal of K[D] with ‘r8 3 JK[S] . K[D] and 
iLii2 _C JK[S] . K[D]. 
Fix OL E % and let H/S be the finite normal subgroup of G/S generated by 
those elements of (Supp a)S/S contained in d(G/S) and their finitely many 
conjugates. Clearly S C H C D c G, H Q G, and [H : S] < cc. Furthermore 
if x E Supp 01 has only finitely many G-conjugates modulo H then, since 
[H : S] < cc, x has only finitely many conjugates modulo S so by definition 
XEH. 
Now H = SB for some finite group B and since B _C D we have S Q SB 
and [Z(S) : X(S) n CJB)] < co. Thus Theorem 4.1 yields H = s (H) 
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and since H u G we have H C s (G). Observe that for allg E G and y E K[H’J 
(ay)(a@ E 9i2 C JK[S] . K[D] C JK[H] - K[Gj. 
Note also that since y E K[H] it follows that Supp ay C (Supp o”)H so that if 
y E Supp ocy with yH/H E A(G/H) then y E H. Now Lemma 2.5 applies 
sinceHqGandH=J(H) d an we conclude that [v&~I)]~ E JK[q and 
hence xH(q) is nilpotent. But y E K[H] so ntl(acy) = Roy and hence 
TV K[H] is a nil right ideal and we have TV E JK[H]. 
Now we have s” (G) = S C H C s(G) so H/S is a finite p’-group and 
hence by Theorem 16.6 of [2] we have JK[H] = JK[S] . K[H]. But 
~~(a) E JK[H] so ~~(01) = ~T~(T~(cY)) E JK[S]. We have therefore shown that 
V&E) _C JK[S] and since for any ideal ‘8 C v@) . K[D] we have B C 
JK[SJ . K[D]. Thus 
91 n K[D] = H = JK[S] * K[D]. 
Finally since a,(G) = (1) and D = D,(S,) > S we conclude from Lemma 
2.2 that 9I = JK[S] . K[Gl and the result follows. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a 
locally Jinite group. If a,(G) = (1) and d(G) = (1) then JK[s” (G)] . K[G] 
is a prime ideal. 
Proof. Let S = s”(G). W e assume that a,(G) = (1) but that I = 
]K[S] . K[GJ is not prime and show that d(G) # (1). Thus suppose % 
and 23 are ideals of K[G] with 2l, B > I but %b _C I. Let S, = X(S) be the 
characteristic subgroup defined in Section 3. Then by Lemma 3.1 we have 
D = Do(&) 2 S so since O,(G) = (1) Lemma 2.2 yields 
B = ‘u n K[D] > JK[S] * K[D] and B = b n K[D] > JK[S] * K[D]. 
Now % C rr,(%) K[D] so ~~($!i) > JK[S] and we can choose a E 8 with 
~Jry) .$ J.[S]. Similarly choose /3 E !8 with r&3) $ JK[S]. Let H/S be the 
finite normal subgroup of G/S generated by those elements of (Supp ,QS’/S 
contained in d(G/S) and their finitely many conjugates. Clearly S _C H C 
D C G, H u G and [H : S] < co. Furthermore if x E Supp ,Q has only finitely 
many G-conjugates modulo H then, since [H : S] < co, x has only finitely 
many conjugates modulo S so by definition x E H. 
Now S 4 H = SB for some finite group B and [X(S): X(S) n CJB)] < 00 
since B 2 D. Thus by Theorem 4.1 we have H = 1 (H) and furthermore 
H C J (G) since H 4 G. Thus J” (G) = S C H _C s (G) so H/S is a finite 
p’-group and JK[H] = JK[S] . K[H] by Theorem 16.6 of [2]. Now 
T~(~~(oI)) = ~JoL) $ JK[S] and 7rJrr,(/3)) = m&?) # JK[S] so we deduce that 
d4 w(P) 4 PWI. 
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Fix g E G. Then for ally E G we have p” E % so 
cxp, E vi% c ]K[S] * K[D] c ]K[H] . K[Gj. 
Furthermore Supp ,!I” = (Supp p)g so any element of Supp /3” having only 
finitely many G-conjugates modulo H is contained in H. Thus by Lemma 2.5 
applied to 01 and fig, since H = s (H), we have TV n&P) E JK[H]. 
We have therefore shown that n&01), n&I) # JK[H] but for all g E G, 
d4 . (dPNg E PWI. H ence by Lemma 2.6 H n d(G) # (1) so 
A(G) # (1) and the result follows. 
We remark that the assumption d(G) = (1) is needed for primeness in 
the above. To see this take G = GP to be a finite group with at least two 
distinct irreducible representatives. 
Now the assumption a,(G) = (1) can be eliminated by the following 
obvious devise. We define the characteristic subgroup Y(G) by Y(G) 3_ D,(G) 
and 
Then we have 
y(G)/ 0 v(G) = j= (‘3 0 ,(GN. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a 
locally Jinite group. Then I = ]K[Y(G)] * K[Gj is a radical ideal. Furthermore 
if d(G/ a,(G)) = (1) then I is a prime ideal. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, I C JK[G] so clearly I is a nil ideal. Now let 
P = Q,(G), G = G/P and let L denote the kernel of the natural map 
K[G] -+ K[G]. Thus since P is a locally finite p-group we have 
L = w(K[P]) * K[G] = JK[P] - K[C;I C I 
so K[q/I = K[G]/I where 
f = ]K[Y(G)] . K[G]/L = JK[Y(G)] . K[G]. 
Finally a,(G) = (1) and Y(G) = s” (G) by definition so Theorems 5.2 and 
5.3 yield the result. 
Now it is quite possible that we have in general JK[Gl = JK[Y(G)] * K[q 
and since reduction to subgroups of finite index is frequently of importance 
we have 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let K be a jield of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a 
locally j%ite group with a subgroup H of finite index. Then JK[c;l = 
JK[Y(G)] * K[Gj if and on2y ifJK[H] = JK[Y(H)] . K[H]. 
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Proof. We first assume that H Q G. Suppose that JK[H] = 
JK[Y(H)J . K[H]. Now H Q G so it is easy to see that Y(H) C Y(G) and 
in fact Y(H) Q Y(G). Thus by Theorems 16.6 of [2] and Lemma 5.1 we 
have for rz = [G : H] 
JK[G]” C ]K[H] * K[G-j = JK[Y(H)] * K[G] 
C JK[Y(G)] - K[G]. 
Therefore by Corollary 5.4 we have JK[Gj C JK[Y(G)] . K[G] and Lemma 
5.1 yields the result. 
Conversely suppose that JK[G] = JK[Y(G)] * K[G] and let m = 
[Y(G) : Y(G) n H] < [H : G]. Then by Theorem 16.6 of [2] 
and 
JKPI c JWGI = MY(G)1 * K[Gl 
so clearly 
N~P(G)I” C lK[Y(G) n HI * KEY(G)1 
JK[Hp _C JK[Y(G) n H] - K[G] n K[H] 
= jK[Y(G) n H] - K[H]. 
Now it is quite easy to see that Y(G) n H _C Y(H) so Lemma 5.1 yields 
JK[H]” C JK[Y(G) n H] - K[H] 2 JK[Y(H)] - K[H] 
and hence JK[H] C JK[Y(H)] . K[H] by Corollary 5.4. Thus this result 
holds for H 4 G. 
Finally just assume H is a subgroup of finite index and let H,, be the core 
of H so that H,, C H C G, H,, Q G and [G : H,,] < co. Then by the above 
this property holds for G if and only if it holds for H,, and similarly this holds 
for H if and only if it holds for H,, . Thus the result clearly follows. 
We now offer two examples of interest. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let G be a group with G = l”(G) and D,(G) = (1). 
If this always implies that G is an f. c. group then of course Theorem 4.1 
would be unnecessary here. However the following shows that this is not the 
case even for G locally solvable. 
Let Sym, denote the symmetric group on the positive integers consisting 
of all permutations moving only finitely many points. Then it is quite easy 
to see that there exists a transitive p-subgroup P C Sym, . Moreover this 
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transitivity yields easily .4(P) = (1). Let 4 be a prime distinct from p and 
form the corresponding permutation module Q for P over the field GF(q). 
Set G = QP, the semidirect product of Q by P. Now @,(G)P is a p-group 
containing P and disjoint from Q so we must have a,(G)P = P and P 2 
a,(G). Also P acts faithfully on Q and a,(G) acts trivially so a,(G) = (1). 
Observe that for all x E P, [Q : Co(x)] < 00 and hence if H = (Q, x) then 
x E d(H). Therefore (x) H, the normal closure of (x) in H, is a finite normal 
subgroup of H. Now H/Q is a finite subgroup of the p-group G/Q so clearly 
H/Q lsn G/Q. It then follows easily that (x)~ lsn G so s”(G) 1 P. Thus 
J” (G) is not an f. c. group here. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. We observe now that Theorem 5.2 is false without the 
assumption a,(G) = (1) even if G is solvable. 
Choose a prime 4 with p 1 Q - 1 so that there exists a nonabelian group 
L = Z,Z, of order pq with Z, 4 L. Now let P be an infinite elementary 
abelian p-group on which L acts with [P : C,(Z,)] = co. Thus for example 
we could take P to be a weak direct product of infinitely many copies of the 
regular module for GF( p)[L]. Let G = PL be the semidirect product of P 
by L. 
We first determine J(G). Let A lsn G. Then by the infinite analogue of a 
well known finite result we have 4 Q PA so [P : Cp(A*)] < CO. Since by 
construction every element of G of order 4 has centralizer of infinite index in P 
we see that Ag = (1) so A is a p-group. Then PA/P is a subnormal 
p-subgroup of L so clearly PA/P = (1) since L is nonabelian of order pq. 
Thus A C P and s (G) C P. On the other hand P is abelian and normal in G 
so we have P C J(G) and hence P = J(G) = s” (G). 
Now 
JK [sp (G)] = JW’I = 4WI) 
so JK[S” (G)] . K[G] is p recisely the kernel of the natural homomorphism 
K[G] -+ K[G/P] = K[L]. Since L is finite and p [ 1 L 1 we know that K[L] 
has a nonzero nilpotent ideal and hence the kernel of the homomorphism is 
not a semiprime ideal. 
We close now with a question posed by Ti Yen. Off hand it appears some- 
what surprising to expect that JK[q = JK[Y(G)] . K[q since the 
subgroup 9(G) does not have the radical-like property that SP(G/9’(G)) = <l> 
in general. The question then is what happens when we consider the upper-J 
series for G. The answer as we will see is that nothing new occurs. 
We say that H is a hyper-J group if every nonidentity homomorphic 
image f;i of H satisfies s (f7) # (1). B asic properties of such groups are as 
follows. 
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LEMMA 5.8. Let H be a locally Jinite group with H # (l}. 
(i) If H is generated by normal hyper-J subgroups then H is hyper-s. 
(ii) If N Q H and both N and HfN are hyper-s then so is H. 
Proof. (i) Since any nonidentity homomorphic image of H has the same 
property we need only show that J(H) # (1). Now H # (1) so one of the 
generating normal subgroups N is nontrivial. By definition s (N) # (1) and 
since N q H we have j(N) 2 J(H) so J(H) # (1). Thus (i) follows. 
(ii) Let R = H/L with L # H. If L 3 N then m = NL/L s N/N n L 
is a nonidentity normal subgroup of g. Since N is hyper-J we have s (m) # (1) 
and hence 1 (i7) # (I} since N 4 R. On the other hand if L 1 N then R is 
a homomorphic image of the hyper-J group H/N so the result follows. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let G be a locallyfinitegroup and let H = X(G) be thegroup 
generated by all normal hyper-J subgroups of G. Then 
(i) H is a hyper-s normal subgroup of G, 
(ii) X’(G/H) = J(G/H) = (I), 
(iii) H 2 Y(G) and indeed Y(H) = Y(G). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Lemma 5.8, and (iii) follows 
easily since a,(G) C J(G). 
Thus .X(G) is the largest normal hyper-J subgroup of G and A? does have 
radical-like properties. Therefore one might expect s(G) rather than Y(G) 
to be the carrier of the radical of G but the next result shows that these are 
in fact equivalent. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let G be locally finite and let K be a$eld of characteristic 
p > 0. Then Y(G) carries the radical if and only if X(G) does. 
Proof. Suppose first that Y(G) carries the radical. Then since G is locally 
finite we have JK[Y(G)] _C JK[X(G)] C ]K[Gj and thus 
IWI = MY(G)1 - WCI C JKW’(G)I - K[Gl C MGI 
so this fact follows. 
Conversely suppose A@(G) carries the radical of G. Then we need only 
show that Y(G) carries the radical of X(G). Therefore in view of Lemma 
5.9(iii) we may assume that G = &‘(G) is a hyper-l group. Let JV be the set 
of all normal subgroups N of G such that G 2 N 2 Y(G) and Y(G) carries 
the radical of N. Then JV is nonempty since P’(G) E .A’-. Now if % is a chain 
in .A’” and if N = U U over all U E @2 then it is easy to see that JK[N] = 
(J JK[U] so NE -4”. Thus by Zorn’s lemma JV has a maximal member N. 
We show that N = G. 
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Suppose N # G so that G/N is a nonidentity homomorphic image of G. 
Since G is hyper-9 we have s (G/N) # (1) so if L 4 G is defined by L/N = 
$ (G/N) then G 2 L > N. Let H be any group with L 2 H 2 N and 
g = H/N lsn G = G/N. We show that Y(H) = Y(G). Clearly Y(H) 2 
Y(G) since H 2 9’(G). In the other direction we first observe that if 
A lsn H then Wlsn G yields easily A lsn G. Thus we have a,(H) C Q,(G) 
so a,(H) = a,(G) and then dividing out by a,(G) and applying this same 
argument yields Y(H) = Y(G). 
Now Y(G) = 9’(N) carries the radical of N and hence by Corollary 5.5 
since [H : N] < a we see that Y(H) = Y(G) also carries the radical of H. 
Finally since JK[L] C u JK[H] over all such H we see that Y(G) carries 
the radical of L. But L 4 G so L E M, a contradiction since N is a maximal 
member of JV. Thus we must have N = G and the result follows. 
Note that if A is a normal abelian subgroup of G then A = j (A) C j (G). 
Thus we see that every nonidentity solvable group is hyper-j and the above 
theorem yields an alternate proof of the fact that Y(G) carries the radical 
for G solvable. 
We remark finally that this paper is just hopefully a first step in the deter- 
mination of ]K[Gl for G locally finite. In this regard some special cases 
which should be looked into are linear groups in finite characteristic q # p 
and locally solvable groups. 
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